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Abstract. In this paper, the mobility of software processes, a novel concept, is proposed. It is defined as the structural change in a software process resulting from interactions among linked process elements. The concept addresses the essential change in a software process which brings a high variability and unpredictability to process performance. Three categories of mobility that lead to the structural change are identified and expounded upon. A reference model for describing the concept is put forward on the base of polyadic π-calculus. With the mobility of software processes, it is possible to design a new PCSEE and associated PML with reduced inconsistencies between process enactment and process performance.
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Introduction



The research on software processes is to enable people to produce high quality software systems and evolve them in an economic and timesaving fashion. The main stream of eﬀort has been on concepts deﬁnition, languages and complete process-centered software engineering environments (PCSEEs). The process “culture” is widely recognized and adopted. However, existing PCSEEs fail today in satisfying all the market’s evolution and demands that may be summarized by [1]: the support of long lived and widely distributed, heterogeneous, evolving and ﬂexible processes. The notion of ﬂexible process support costs an extra price. The more ﬂexible and adaptable PCSEEs are (in other words, the wider the variety of processes which can be supported), the weaker is the support for a concrete process [2]. A software process is still human intensive and almost impossible to be improved by a product view like in classic manufacturing. It is a set of activities or operations that needs to always change for a variety of reasons. In order to improve process support technology, we have to try to answer the following questions: 
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What is the essential change in software processes? Based on the essential change, is it possible to deﬁne a novel concept? Is there a reference model that can be devised to describe the concept? Can this model be used to design a PCSEE/PML (process modelling language) to support the essential change in software processes?



Mobility of Software Processes



It is widely accepted that the quality of software is not only related to the product, but to the organization and to the production process that is carried out. According to Webster’s dictionary, a process is “a series of operations performed in the making or treatment of a product” or “a series of actions, changes, or functions bringing about a result”. Various deﬁnitions of the software process have been put forward from diﬀerent angles: – A software process can be deﬁned as a set of activities, methods, practices, and transformations that people use to develop and maintain software and the associated products (e.g., project plans, design documents, code, test cases, and user manuals) [3]. – A set of partially ordered process steps, with sets of related artifacts, humans and computerized resources, organizational structures and constraints, intended to produce and maintain the requested software deliverables [4]. – A sequence of tasks, actions, or activities, including the transition criteria for progressing from one to the next, that brings about a result [5]. In this paper, a software process is deﬁned as a set of process elements, links and interactions. The execution of a software process constitutes a trace of interactions among linked elements. Process elements are the basic entities of a software process, including activities, humans, artifacts, computerized resources, etc. A link is the abstraction of a certain type of relationship or a communication channel between two process elements. Each element can interrelate with other ones and the performance of a software process is a trace of interactions among interrelated elements. The ordering of those interactions is regulated by some constraints, methods, or practices. In addition, an interaction is carried out along a link for the purpose of sending a piece of data or some information for control between process elements. The control ﬂow and the information ﬂow of a software process are described through specifying its connecting structure and types of interactions conducted along those links. 2.1



Conception of Software Process Mobility



The structure of a software process states the way in which the process elements are connected with each other through links and the set of possible interactions that can be carried out among linked process elements. In fact, it may change during process performance as a result of interactions among process elements. It is possible that new process elements are added to a software process, existing



ones deleted, and one process element replaced by another. For example, a new human agent (a process element) may be added for the enrollment of a new staﬀ. On the other hand, a new link can be setup between two process elements who are unknown to each other in advance and two linked process elements may be disconnected. For example, a test engineer’s aﬃliation with the test manager (a link) is shifted to a program manager when he or she is reassigned to the team for implementation. Furthermore, the set of possible interactions of a software process are altered correspondingly when the process elements or the links change. It is the essential change in a software process that its structure is altered during performance. It brings a high variability and unpredictability to software processes and causes inconsistencies between process enactment and process performance. Concerning the essential change in software processes, a novel conception, the mobility of software processes is proposed. According to Webster’s dictionary, the word mobility means the “the quality of moving freely”. The mobility’s synonyms within context are: changeableness, sensibility (and commonalty, motion). Thus, the mobility of software processes is deﬁned as the structural change in a software process, resulting from interactions among process elements through links. As the logical relations among process elements remain immobile, the physical movement of a process element is not treated as the mobility of software processes. In addition, the situation that the internal state of a process element is updated or one process element seizes control from another is also not taken into account. According to the mobility of software processes, it is the interactions that result in the structural change in a software process. On the other hand, the structure of a software process determines what interactions can be carried out along links connecting process elements. In the mobility of software processes, a software process is surveyed from the negativity of self-denial point of view and interactions among linked process elements constitute the momentum of process performance. Hence, based on the interactions among linked process elements, it is possible to describe the mobility of software processes in a modest but profound way. 2.2



Category of Software Process Mobility



Two basic categories of mobility and a combination of them can be identiﬁed according to the mobile unit during an interaction: – Element Mobility: It is possible for a process element to be mobile without mobile links. – Link Mobility: It is possible for a link to be mobile without mobile elements. – Combined Mobility: It is possible for both the process elements and the links among them to be mobile. Element Mobility A process element is the mobile unit during an interaction. The received element will be connected with other ones existing in the new context. In addition, the creation of a new process element can also be expressed



in this category of mobility, in which a new element is added to the environment along the link between the element’s producer and the environment. The behavior and the internal structure of the receiver can be dynamically updated.
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Fig. 1. An Example of Element Mobility



In Fig. 1, there are more than one project that are simultaneously developed within an organization. But the architecture of each project is developed by the same Architect Team, responsible for devising an elegant architecture according to the given Requirement. In general, there is only one project that is scheduled for the Architect Team, which becomes mobile among those projects. Each project receives the Architect Team from a link and collaborates with it to produce an Architecture. Link Mobility It is a link to be mobile during an interaction. One process element sends a link, which is already connected to another element, to the third one. Thus, a new relationship can be set up between the latter two elements, who are unknown to each other in advance. This category of mobility sticks to the fact that some process elements are dominated by some other ones or a meta-process has the necessary knowledge to maintain a whole software process. It reﬂects the intrinsic dynamics in the control ﬂow and information ﬂow of a software process.
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Fig. 2. An Example of Link Mobility



Fig. 2 denotes a demonstration on how the incremental deﬁnition of a software process is described in link mobility. As shown in Fig. 2a, a project manager



assigns a programmer to a speciﬁc team and the team manager will have the programmer implementing a module according to the module’s speciﬁcation. As it is in a highly dynamic environment, neither the team manager nor the programmer is aware of the existence of the other before the performance of the software process. In Fig. 2b, the project manager sends the link L5 to the programmer. The programmer establishes a new connection with the team manager through the link. The team manager sends the link L2 to the programmer and the programmer retrieves the module speciﬁcation through the received link. Lastly, the programmer outputs the produced source code of the module through the link L6. Combined Mobility A fragment of a software process, including elements and links, is mobile. This category of mobility shows that a part of development is delegated to a partner or a development team. The receiver of the fragment is responsible for establishing appropriate connecting structure for the received fragment. A fragment L2 L1
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Fig. 3. An Example of Combined Mobility



In Fig. 3, the Coding&Test fragment is migrated along a link across the boundary. Connections can be constructed among the migrated fragment with those process elements on the other side of the boundary. A potential usage for combined mobility is to present a process along with a software outsourcing contract. Thus, not only the milestones but also the development process adopted by the contractor can be fully speciﬁed. This provides a solution to problems caused by ineﬀective communication between contractors.
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Formal Semantics



This section presents formal deﬁnitions of the mobility of software processes and the three categories of mobility. In addition, the formalism, polyadic π-calculus [6][7], proves to be a perfect candidate for constructing a new PCSEE supporting the concept. Let a software process is represented as SP = SE, L, I, where, E, L, and I respectively represent the set of process elements, links and interactions of the software process, and S denotes the process’s structure. In addition, il represents an interaction along the link l between two linked process elements



and m denotes the mobile unit during the interaction. Then, a formal deﬁnition of the mobility of software processes can be given as: Definition 1 (Mobility of Software Processes). The mobility of software processes is the structural change in a software process resulting from an interaction: SE, L, I



il     S E , L , I  m



where, S = S  (S and S  are the structure of the software process before and after the interaction respectively). The mobility of software processes is classiﬁed into three categories, i.e. Element Mobility, Link Mobility, Combined Mobility, according to the mobile unit m during an interaction. Let RT (l) and ST (l) denote a process element which respectively receives and sends a mobile unit from the link l. We then have three similar deﬁnitions but signiﬁcant diﬀerences of mobile unit: Definition 2 (Element Mobility). Let n ≥ 1 and e ∈ E denotes a mobile process element. The element mobility constitutes a series of interactions: iln  il1  il2  , ,··· e e e where, ∀i(i ≥ 1 ∧ i ≤ n − 1), RT (li ) = ST (li+1 ). Then, RT (ln ) instantiates the mobile process element e and sets up an appropriate connecting structure for it. Definition 3 (Link Mobility). Let n ≥ 1 and l ∈ L denotes a mobile link. The link mobility constitutes a series of interactions: il1  il2  iln  , ,··· l l l where, ∀i(i ≥ 1∧i ≤ n−1), RT (li ) = ST (li+1 ). Then, a new link is set up between RT (ln ) and the process element to which the link l is initially connected. Definition 4 (Combined Mobility). Let n ≥ 1 and le denotes a set of linked process elements. The combined mobility constitutes a series of interactions: iln  il1  il2  , ,··· le le le where, ∀i(i ≥ 1 ∧ i ≤ n − 1), RT (li ) = ST (li+1 ). Then, RT (ln ) sets up an appropriate connecting structure for le and existing links in le are still there. In addition, the mobility of software processes and the three categories of mobility can be modelled in polyadic π-calculus. With the formalism, it is fairly straightforward for working out a new PCSEE and associated PML supporting the concept. Based on polyadic π-calculus, an process element is represented



as a process in untyped polyadic π-calculus (called π-process in this paper). A link between two process elements is modelled as a channel connecting the two corresponding π-processes. Interactions among process elements will be transformed into events of concurrently combined π-processes. With the operator of abstraction, a process element can be represented as: def ch). (ν g,  s) (Up  g , s,  0 | Mp  g, s,  ch) Element = ( def



g , s,  v ). (V g1 , s1 , v1 | · · · |V gm , sm , vm ) Up = ( 



V = (g, s, u). (g(r). r¯u. V g, s, u) + s(v). V g, s, v 



 . Mp  Mp = ( g , s,  ch). (Action g , s, ch g, s,  ch)



(1) (2) (3) (4)



 represents links connected to a process element. We assume that an In (1), ch element has a state and presents a certain type of behavior pattern (action).The two processes, Up and Mp , represent the state and the action respectively. They share the channels g and s. Thus in the body of the action, state variables can be respectively get or set through  g and s. The access to a variable is modelled by the process (3). In (2), processes for each variable are concurrently combined together to represent the private store of an element. The action of an element has the form ( g , s,  ch).P . A set of linked elements is also modelled as a π-process through the application notation. For example, a new linked element can be constructed from previously deﬁned ones: def



ElementA = (in, out)ElementABody def



ElementB = (in, out)ElementBBody def



ElementC = (in, out)(νch)(ElementAin, ch|ElementBch, out) As for the link mobility, it can be modelled by the name-passing of π-calculus. For example, the Programmer in Fig. 2 can be deﬁned as: P rogrammer = (l7 , l9 )(l7 (l8 ). l8 (l5 ). l5 (content). coding. l9 code)



(5)



where, the state of a P rogrammer is not taken into account. For the reason that an process element and a set of linked elements are both modelled as a π-process, the element mobility and the combined mobility are represented by the process-passing of high order π-calculus. For example, the equation F ig3B = (l1 , l2 , l3 )(l0 (codingest).codingtestl1 , l2 , l3 )



(6)



depicts Fig. 3b that the migrated Coding&Test is received and invoked. A high order π-calculus can be faithfully compiled down to polyadic π-calculus (a ﬁrstorder calculi) according to [7].
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Implementation in SoftPM



In this section, an example is presented to show how a process for testing is expressed in SoftPM based on the mobility of software processes. SoftPM [8] is a toolkit for software process management and has been widely adopted in Chinese software organizations. The development teams of a customer are distributed across the whole city and there is one department, named Quality Assurance Department, who is responsible for testing all the projects within the organization. As an independent department assuming sole responsibility for its proﬁts and losses, it is necessary to manage all testing activities by creating a new project in SoftPM.
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Fig. 4. A Process for Testing in Link Mobility



However, it is diﬃcult to predict the number of projects that are being tested in advance and the schedule of a test is heavily depends on the progress of the corresponding project. Thus, those process elements, including the project manager, developers, test cases, and source code, have to be dynamically allocated or deleted. In addition, to ensure that a bug is timely ﬁxed, the tester conducts tests on the source code against given test cases and sends any identiﬁed bug to the manager of the project being tested. Then, the bug is delegated to a developer according to its type. The developer ﬁxes the bug and the result is fed back to the tester. The project manager and developers that a tester should communicate with are not prescribed and the relationships among them are diﬃcult to be deﬁned in a prescriptive manner. The mobility of software processes surveys those problems from the angle that the structure of a software process may change as a result of interactions among process elements. In Fig. 4, the process for test is expressed in link mobility. The process commences with Fig. 4a, in which the Tester has not been assigned to a testing activity and is ready for accepting new tasks from the link L1. Then, the links to the Test Cases and the Source Code of the project to be tested is sent to the Tester along L1. New links, L2 and L3, are set up as shown in Fig. 4b. After the two previous interactions, a link to the project manager is also sent to the Tester along the link L1. As a result, the link L4 between the Tester and the Project Manager is created in Fig. 4c. Through the Project Manager, the link of the Tester is sent to the DeveloperB and the link L7 is built up. In Fig.



4d, a structure for communication among those process elements is appropriately conﬁgured. As you can see, the high variability and unpredictability of process performance is eﬀectively addressed in the mobility of software processes.
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Conclusion



In this paper, a software process is abstracted as a set of process elements, links and interactions and the execution of a software process constitutes a series of interactions among linked process elements. The intrinsically complex interrelationships among those entities involved during software development are described by the structure of a software process. The structural change imposed by interactions among linked process elements is considered as the essential change in a software process and brings a high variability and unpredictability to process performance. The mobility of software process, a novel concept, is presented to address the structural change. It reﬂects the fact that a software process is not static and it is changed through the negativity of self-denial driven by interactions. According the mobile unit during an interaction, three categories of mobility are identiﬁed. In addition, it is possible to design a new PCSEE with reduced inconsistencies between process performance and process enactment based on the concept. The mobility of software processes has a fundamental diﬀerence with the evolution of software processes [9][10]. The latter mainly focuses on solutions used for guiding how to apply an outer change request to a process or a model. It is also diﬀerent from the mobile software process described in [2] or [11][12], in which process parts, tools, participants tend to be change their site allocation during the process or a process fragment is distributed in diﬀerent workspaces. The dynamic ordering that the ordering of activities can be dynamically built and modiﬁed is an identiﬁed requirement for assessing a list of PCSEEs in [1]. However, the phrase is intended for expressing the non-determinism in the building constructs of PMLs. For example, dynamic ordering can be introduced through the parallel and choice steps in LITTLE-JIL [13]. The structure of a software process is assumed to be static. As a novel concept, some aspects of the mobility of software processes can be exploited further: – The mobility of software processes focuses on the structural change in a software process. The evolution of software processes as a response to an outer request may be considered under the novel concept. Although it is not driven by those interactions among process elements, an evolution usually results in the structural change in a software process. – The mobility of software process is classiﬁed into three categories according to the mobile unit during an interaction. It’s possible that a new standard is adopted to produce diﬀerent categories that deﬁne the extension of the concept.



– The mobility of software processes and the three categories of mobility are modelled in polyadic π-calculus. The formalism is used for describing concurrent systems in a message-passing paradigm. Some other formalisms, such as the multi-agent system (a rival of the message-passing paradigm) applied in [14], can be examined to support the concept. – Moreover, the inﬂuences on the design and implementation of PCSEEs and associated PMLs imposed by the concept call for further study.
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